
The useful energy range of the Anger camera is generally
consideredto be about 70â€”700keV. At lower energiesthe
intrinsic resolution is adversely affected by random varia
tionsin thenumberof electronsreleasedin thephotomulti
plier tubes. This energy limitation is assumed to rule out
the imaging of the 27â€”35keV radiation from 1-125 (1).

However, we report for the first time the successful imag
ing of 1-125 with a scintillation camera*. When the con
trols for the high-voltage supply and for the width of the
pulse-height analyzer are both set to maximum, the com
posite spectral peak from the I-i25 radiations appears in
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the multichannel analyzer display at the left-hand side of
the window (Fig. i).

As expected, the spatial resolution is somewhat inferior
to that measured with Tc-99m. We have compared the

resolution from 1-125 and Tc-99m sources,contained in
capillary tubes, using a high-sensitivity collimator and 2 cm
of scattering material. The values for the full width at half
maximum are 1.16 and 0.77 cm, respectively. The corre
sponding modulation transfer functions are shown in Fig. 2.

After the aboveinvestigationswere performed, a related
report by Taylor et al. (2) appeared, in which the same
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FIG. 2. Comparisonof modulationtransferfunctionsfromI-i25
and Tc-99m sources.Sourcescontained in capillary tubes were im
aged through high-sensitivitycollimator and 2 cm of Masonite.
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FIG. 1. lodine-125spectrumdisplayedwithmultichannelana
Iyzer of an Ohio-Nuclear Model 120 scintillation camera. High
voltage supply and window-width controlsare both set to maximum
in order to bring the photopeak into the window.
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TECHNICAL NOTE

Imaging 1-125 with a Scintillation Camera
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The 27â€”35 keV radiations from 1-125 are generally considered to be well
below the useful energy range of Anger cameras. However, we report for
the first time the successful employment of an unmodified Ohio-Nuclear
Model 120 mobile camera to image 1-125. When the high-voltage and
window-width controls are both set to maximum, the composite 1-125 spec
tral peak is almost entirely included in the lower-energy portion of the

analyzer window. Although tests demonstrate spatial resolution somewhat
inferior to that obtained with Tc-99m, we show clinically satisfactory images

of 1-125-labeled fibrinogen in deep-vein thromboses of the leg. Ohio-Nuclear
Models 410 and 420 and a General Electric Maxicamera II, tested elsewhere
all provide sufficient gain to center the spectral peak in the analyzer window.
Other camera models not currently capable of imaging 1-125 could be made
to do so by simple modifications.
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FIG. 4. Anterior1-125fibrinogenimagesof bothhips,showing
(A) thrombosisin right groin,with normalbladderactivity;and
(B) no abnormal activity in left hip outside the bladder. These un
proceued images demonstrate rather high background resulting
from small administered dose and use of wide analyzer window.

traction and a 9-point smooth. Those in Fig. 4 used raw
data and show the rather high background. Despite the
present performance deficiencies of the camera with 1-125,
the imagesof deep-vein thrombosisappear to provide con
siderablymore detailedinformationthan is obtainableby
the conventional external counting procedure.Our applica
tion, however, awaits further study.

More recently we have investigatedelsewherethe 1-125
responseof a numberof other cameramodelsand have
demonstrated successful performance with the Ohio-Nuclear
410, 420, and with the General Electric Maxicamera U, all
of which have sufficientgain to center the spectralpeak in
the analyzer window. The current models, with 37 photo
multiplier tubes of improved efficiency, are not nearly as
limited in low-energyperformance as earlier cameras. If a
clinical needis establishedfor 1-125imaging, the manufac
turers of cameras not currently capable of imaging 1-125
can easily provide this feature by extending the range of
the high-voltage supply or increasing the gain of the pre
amplifiers.

FOOTNOTE

C Ohio-Nuclear Model 120.
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FIG. 3. Imagesmade4 daysafterinjectionof 160 @&Ci1-125-
labeled fibrinog.n, demonstrating deep-vein thrombosis of left
calf. Acquisitiontime was 10 mm per view through high-sensitivity
collimator. (A) Posteriorview of both calves.(B) Medial view of left
calf. Measurement at this site with an external probe showed a
68% increasein counting rate over that of right leg.

camera model but with the collimator removed, was used
as a highly sensitive monitoring device for 1-125 contami
nation.

Iodine-l25 imaging with the scintillation camera appears
to be useful for the display of labeled fibrinogen contained
in deep-veinthrombosis of the leg (Figs. 3 and 4). The
signal-to-backgroundratio is poor because of the small
dose administered and because of the very wide analyzer
window required to include the spectral peak. The images
shown in Fig. 3 have been processed by background sub
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